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PART - A

Answer allquestions' Each bunch carries 1 W'

1.1)Whentheintensityo{|ightincidentonameta|su.'faceisincreased,the
Photoelectric current

a) Decreases b) lncreases

c) Remains the same d) Becomes zero

||)|nwhichtypeofelectromagneticradiationisthephotoe|ectriceffectdominant?

a) X-raY b) Y -ray

c)Microwaved)Visib|eandu|traviolet
lll) Matterwaves are

a) Etectromagnetic transverse waves

b) Longitudinalwaves

c) Waves Produce in a medium

d) Neither longitudinal nortransverse waves

lV) For a hydrogen atom the stationery Bohr orbits

a) Are not stable classically b) Are stable

c) Can be derived d) None of these

P.T.O.
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2' l) According to schrodinger a particre is equivarent to a
a) Single wave b) Wave pocket

I tf f ltf fl lfililfl filil ilill till lill

c) Light wave d) None of these
lf) According to wave mechanics a free particfe can posses

a) Discrete energies

b) Onfy one singfe vaf ue of energy
c) Continuous energies

d) Ail these

f f l) For a particle e4countering a potential barrier,the sum of the reftection andtransmission coefficient is

b) infinity c)1 d) 0.5
f v) Stern Gerlach experiment gives a direct confirmation of

a) Space quantization

b) Spin of etectron

c) Wave nature of electron

d) Quantized atomic magnetic moment
(W=2x1=2)

PART - B

Answer any 6 questions. Each question carries 1 W.

1' Under what conditions does the average energy of a quantum oscirfator andclassicar oscitator coincide. Reason your answer.

' 3;:[:L".?;:??,::i'ectins 
stoppins potentiar and rrequency or incident lisht in

a)0

3.

Aa,

o.

Distinguish between phase verocity and group vefocity.

Give Born's interpretation of wave function.

Explain probability density.

#::1,.:11ff:',? i, ff ]l"T ;J:'ji:H,rerrecte 
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7. How is the total energy of a hydrogen related to the principle quantum number ?
Explain the significance of the negative sign in the energy equation.

8. .What is spin orbit interaction ? (W=6x1=6)

PART - C

Answer any 9 questions. Each question carries 2 W.

1 . A metal sudace ejects photo electrons when light of wavelengin ssO nm is incident
on it and the corresponding stopping potential is 0.19 volts. Calculate the work
function and threshold frequency of the surface, if light of wavelength 1g0 nm
falls on the sudace. Find the stopping potential.

2- In a Compton scattering experiment an incident radiation of wavelength 0.240g nm
in the direction 180 degree w.r.t. the incident direction. Find the wavelength of
the radiation scattered at 60 degree w.r.t. the incident direction. Find the K.E. of
the recoil electron which scatters radiation through 60 degree.

3. Calculate the de Brogiie wavelength, momentum and velocity of electrons with
kinetic energy 122 eV.

4. Explain how the quantum numbers are defined in vectoratom model.

5. What is the physical significance of normatization ? Discuss the methods.

6. Discuss whether you can measure the energy levels of a ball of mass 50 gm
moving in a one dimensional box of length 0.2 meter.

7. Explain whether rigid rotator energy levels are degenerate.

B. Explain Ehrenfest's theorem. Mention its significance.

9. State and explain Heisenberg's unceftainty principle.

10. Explain the different postulates of quantum mechanics.
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1 1. Show that the energy and wave function of a particle in a finite sqlrare welt of
depth Vo reduces to the energy and wave function of an infinite square weltin the
limit of Vo -> oo.

12. Find the average position of a particle trapped in an infinite one dimensionalwell.
. (W-9x2=18)

PART _ D' 
Onr*r, any one question. Each question carries 4 W.

1' What is Compton effect ? Derive an expression forthe frequency shift of protons
as a function of the angle of scattering for Compton effect ,sing 

"n"rgy 
momentum

conservation.

2. Explain Bohr's postulates of the atomic structure. Derive expressions for the
radius of the Bohr orbit and total energy of the hydrogen atom. tW=r x4=4)
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